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 Cites many double-blind scientific and medical research on shungite • Explains how shungite
counteracts the dangerous ramifications of EMF and radiation from computer systems, cell
phones, Wi-Fi, and additional electronic devices •A practical guide to the many healing and
purifying uses of the mineral referred to as shungite • Explores how shungite acts as a natural
antioxidant, immune booster, discomfort reliever, and allergen suppressant and also water
purifier and revitalizer • Acting as an all natural antioxidant, immune booster, pain reliever, and
allergen suppressant, shungite and “ Used in Russian curing therapies since the time of Peter the
fantastic, shungite contains nearly the entire periodic table of the elements as well as fullerenes,
the hollow carbon-based molecules that recent research shows are able to slow both the growth
of tumor cells and the development of the Helps virus.s many microelements and biologically
dynamic substances, Martino reveals the way the stones possess been which can purify and
revitalize water. Reveals how shungite contains fullerenes, which recent analysis shows can
easily slow both growth of tumor cells and the development of AIDS Found near the small village
of Shunga in Russia, the amazing mineral referred to as shungite formed naturally more than
two billion years ago from living single-cell organisms.shungite water” can be used to deal with
epidermis ailments and musculoskeletal diseases, accelerate the recovery of cuts and wounds,
cleanse internal systems, and increase the body’ Detailing shungite’s intake of vital energy. Citing
many double-blind scientific and medical research on shungite, Regina Martino explains its many
protective, curing, and detoxifying properties, including its ability to counteract the dangerous
effects of electromagnetic fields and radiation from computer systems, mobile phones, Wi-Fi,
and other electronic devices and appliances. Discovering the energetic properties of shungite,
she reveals how it facilitates energetic transfers between the chakras and higher energies
outside the body and can be used to harmonize living areas. A classic marvel of the organic
world, shungite offers protection against the perils of our contemporary technological world and
curing for both body and spirit.
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 exciting intro to this amazing gift from the earth! This book should be in the top 5 books listed in
response to any search for information on EMF toxicity and electrosensitivity. Ms. Martino very
clearly and efficiently clarifies the properties of shungite as well as the study and testing that has
been done to discover its potential health benefits. I've never found any additional mineral, rock
or manmade item that so successfully eliminates the harmful results and extreme pain that I
have experienced when exposed to Wi-Fi and cellular phone radiation.I learned a lot concerning
this stone and I use it constantly today. I am shocked that book was never recommended if you
ask me by Amazon based on my past searches, items viewed and items purchased. I cannot
recommend it highly enough. Great book. Extremely informative Great book. Extremely
educational. Don't trust the internet content articles- browse this to find the genuine scoop on
shungite.. All shungite could be recharged in sunlight. Very interesting, comprehensive, &
Fascinating read. I've a couple of autoimmune illnesses and am very delicate to electromagnetic
waves emitted from mobile phones, computers and cordless phone bases. Nothing major, but it
certainly throws me out of balance and makes me experience jittery therefore i can't sleep at
night unless I shut everything down. The book lists online resources where you can buy shungite
to wear and place near your gadgets for safety from EM waves. The stones are found in only an
individual mine in northern Russia, and also have been used for wellness by the Russians going
back to Peter the fantastic. This is an incredible book. Not surprisingly, people outside of Russia
remain skeptical. The book contains all the necessary elements to comprehend shungite . This
rare stone, shungite, supposedly counteracts the unwanted effects of EM waves on the body,
without acquiring on a negative ion charge. You can even buy shungite products on Amazon that
are reasonably priced. Five Stars Great info in this time of technology! as well as the jewelry
around my neck ???? Good condition Satisfied Five Stars Came promptly and I am happy with the
book. Some topics could be a little too in depth if you're not highly knowledgeable about crystals
and drives, but most of the book is quite accessible to anyone and I loved learning all of the
scientific studies behind the claims the author made! Informative! I would suggest this to
everyone. would recommend to anyone trying to figure out what the stone is and its amazing
prospect of practical make use of against harmful frequencies and radiation. Many thanks. The
book cites many Russian studies on medical benefits of shungite. love it its everything you need
to know about shungite and then some history ,elements, healing properties,how exactly to use
it, every thing Highly recommend Very informative Great Read!. Other sites talk about shungite
gets "old" when filtering water but not according to the book.. The types of shungite which I have
tried up to now have previously improved my sleep, mental clarity, energy level and pain
elimination, and I look forward to trying several additional uses which are explained to improve
my overall health and lessen my sensitivity. super beneficial, the metaphysical aspect is quite
cool also. I'm ready to test it out for... The book contains all of the necessary elements to
understand shungite and how to protect humanity and earth from the mortal advances of
technology. EMF Blocker?This book is a must read for all those with EMF and electrosensitivity.
Practical !! I highly recommend it!. Healing powers! Love the information in this book ! I’m
placing shungite pyramids around my house... I simply wish that more scientific studies upon
this unique rock were conducted and written in English. I body I've got nothing to lose, why not?
That's frequently so lacking in other similar books within this genre. Shungite - our healer. Thank
you! Five Stars love this book! The best of the greatest. One incredible book. This is an AMAZING
book. THE VERY BEST Shungite Source! THE VERY BEST Shungite Source!
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